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General comments

In recent years, more and more authors have indicated the need for scaling factors
in order to improve the agreement of measured and simulated O4 dSCD/dAMF. In
the previous publication by Wagner et al. 2019, various factors were investigated to
determine the possible cause of this disagreement. One of the key remarks made
by reviewers and the community was that the uncertainty of aerosol information and its
impact on the oxygen dimer could not be ruled out as a possible cause of disagreement.
In this novel study, Wagner et al. examine the difference of measured and simulated
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O4 dAMF for low aerosol loads measured during a ship cruise in the Atlantic in 2019.
The authors claim that due to the low aerosol load possible aerosol uncertainties can
be neglected and that the underlying differences must have another, as yet unknown
reason.
The document is well written and structured and the analyses have been carried out
thoroughly and consistently. However, I recommend publishing it after making some
minor changes listed below.

1. Please add a table including all uncertainties described in the document (e.g.
pressure/temperature changes, aerosol parameterization, effective temperature,
...)

2. It would be interesting to have a time series of O4 dSCD/dAMF RMS values
(similar to A13) for the data shown in Fig.6 and A11. I would expect a clear trend
in the RMS differences over the day maybe similar to the one you showed for
AOD and scaling factor? How is the correlation of these RMS values and the
retrieved/measured AOD?

3. You mentioned that sun photometer measurements allow to differ between the
aerosol particle size. Please show the contribution of differently sized aerosol
particles to the total AOD over the day as well as all AODs and corresponding
Angström exponents.

4. Furthermore, I was wondering why you only showed results for one day? The
AODs for the following days are also rather small. Do these days support your
findings?
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Specific comments

P1, L22, 25: Please add a selection of corresponding references to the sentences
starting with (L22) "In recent years,..." and (L25) "Several studies found that a scaling
factor...".
P2, Sec 2.2 and Fig.3: Since AODs at other wavelengths are available, please add
them to Fig. 3.
P3, L87: "(with..."⇒ "(which...?
Fig. A1: Your fit uses the wavelength range 352 - 387nm but Fig. A1 shows only
wavelengths up to ∼384nm. Please change the x-Axis according to the applied fitting
window. Furthermore, I was wondering about the shown residual. It appears to me that
there are still some residual structures left. Especially three peaks around 372-376
nm look familiar and could be attributed to Fraunhofer-Lines. Could this be somehow
related to your Ring-treatment or do you have another explanation?
P5, L177: Why was the albedo set to 0.05? Please add a references here. As far as
I know, we can expect a small dependence on SZA. How large is the impact on O4

when changing the albedo according to possible values?
P6, L215: "the the", please remove either first or second "the".
P6, L216: You wrote that Fig. A8 includes constant and linearly extrapolated values
for lower altitudes but the greenish line does not look like a linear extrapolation to me.
Why is that?
P6, L221: Why is the Angström exponent "assumed" to be 2 when you have AODs at
several wavelengths available to calculate more accurate values?
P6, L224: decsribed⇒ described
P7, L263: "smaller than"⇒ "larger than"
P7, L276: "bebetween"⇒ "be between"
Fig. A7 Could you please add a similar figure for the geometry with the smallest RAA
to better assess the impact of AP and SSA variations throughout the day?
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